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Welcome
By writing and reading stories from the Rooted Everyday Short Story Prize you are part of
our conservation campaign wherever you are in the world.
Your school is part of an international campaign focused on:
• Creative development for young people
• Celebrating Mediterranean people
• Helping the environment
Your school can take part by:
• Using lesson plans to write stories
• Entering the top five entries chosen by your school into the competition
• Joining in on key campaign dates
The competition aims to celebrate the rich flora and fauna found in the habitats of the
Mediterranean and to tell the stories of people whose direct livelihoods depend on
traditional practices, and feature the eco-regions that are models for biodiversity.
Work must be original and previously unpublished. Writers retain copyright of their work and
agree for it to be used as part of the Rooted Everyday campaign.
As well as receiving prizes all Final Shortlisted writers will be published on the Rooted
Everyday website and may be featured in an eBook, communications and campaign media.
Winners will receive a #MedStoryPrize 2019 trophy.
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Competition Rules
The 1000 Words Prize is for 14-18 year olds from schools within the Rooted Everyday ecoregions of Lemnos in Greece, Montados in Portugal, High Atlas Mountains in Morocco, and
Shouf Mountains in Lebanon.
Stories entered for the prize must be original and previously unpublished. Writers will retain
copyright of their work and agree for it to be used as part of the Rooted Everyday
communications.
Student’s entries must be made via their schools. Schools will submit their top five entries in
the following format:
●
Maximum 1000 words (14-18 year olds) no minimum in any category
●
Typed in 12pt black
●
Pages Numbered
Include writers name, age, class and school name.
A teacher from the school must contact the regional organiser to liaise on submitting entries
from their school. Schools are responsible for selecting the top five entries from their
students to go forward to the judging panel.
Regional Contacts
Lemnos, Greece - [insert Name and email address]
Montados, Portugal – [insert Name and email address]
High Atlas Mountains, Morocco - [insert Name and email address]
Shouf Mountains, Lebanon - [insert Name and email address]
Email your region’s organiser with any questions.
What the judges are looking for:
●

Stories that address conservation issues highlighted within the Rooted
Everyday campaign

●

Stories drawn from the oral tradition of handing down tales in the eco-regions
featured in the campaign

●

Stories that bring together the struggles of the people, richness of the land and
urgency for preserving it in well-crafted scenes that surprise and inspire

●

Stories of discovery and travel within the Mediterranean that explore the
natural world

●

Stories that reveal the ways in which being rooted can led to change for
people and planet
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Lesson Plans and Activity Worksheets
We’ve sent you a PowerPoint lesson plan to use in a creative writing workshop with your
class. In this pack are also blank worksheets you can photocopy to accompany the
PowerPoint lesson and use in class.
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Workshop Timings
The following timings are how long we suggest you spend on discussion and activities with
your class but please adapt it to your classes needs.
Class Discussion on topic
What is Biodiversity – 5 minutes (Discussion slides 1-3)
Why are we loosing wildlife? – 5 Minutes (Discussion slides 4-5)
Conservation Hangman – 10 minutes (Slides 7-8 Activity photocopy worksheet)
How can you help change this? – 10 Minutes (Discussion slides 9-13)
Group Work
Plug back into Nature – 15 Minutes (Discussion and capture slide 14)
Planning – 15 Minutes (In Groups and feedback to class slides 15-17)
Break
Creating character – 20 Minutes (In groups with Activity Sheets 1)
Understanding emotions – 20 Minutes (In groups with Activity Sheets 2)
Group Scenes – 30 Minutes (Perform and discuss)
Break
Individual work, pair work and class discussion
Competition criteria – 5 minutes (Explain slides 18-19)
Writing with the senses – 30 Minutes (Individual work led by teacher Activity Sheets 3, 4
and 5 slide 20)
Telling your story – 15 Minutes (Individual work led by teacher Activity Sheet 6 slide 21)
Sharing your ideas with your partner – 20 Minutes (Pair work and feedback to class slide
22)
Writing your first draft – 30 Minutes ((Individual work led by teacher Activity Sheet 7 slide
23)
Discussion of the day and next steps – 10 Minutes (Discussion)
Once students hand in stories uses the judges score sheet to mark.
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Writing Activity 1 - Creating Character
Who is the main character in your story?
Name:
Age:
Physical description:

Home:

Background:

What is your character’s occupation?
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Write down five (or more) things you think you know about this character?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What tasks will your character have to do during your story?

What are they thinking about as they do these tasks?

Thinking back to your sounds, what sounds do they hear from your list? What
do those sounds mean to them?
What words and phrases do they use?
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Activity 2 – Emotion
What happens in your story?
In the beginning

In the middle

In the end
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How does your character feel? Choose at least ten emotions from the list.
Curious
Enthusiastic
Surprised
Amused
Hope
Gratitude
Joy
Patience
Content
Modest
Charitable
Sympathetic
Love
Proud
Powerful
Courageous
Trusting

Indifferent
Bored
Alarmed
Panic
Anxiety
Anger
Sorrow
Frustration
Disappointed
Arrogant
Greed
Cruel
Hate
Embarrassed
Powerless
Afraid
Suspicious

What is the main emotion driving your character?

How do they feel about the place they are in?

If they could change the place how would they change it?
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What would they see?

What would they hear?

What would they smell?

What would they taste?

What textures would they feel?
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Writing Activity 3 – Plug into nature and memory
What can you hear? Close your eyes and think about to the place you want to write about –
what sounds are there?
List five sounds (or more):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Then list other things you associate with these sounds.

What do notice about the details you’ve listed? Is there anything unusual or
surprising there you’d like to explore further?
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Activity 4 – Objects
Write down five (or more) objects your character possess.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Which object means the most to them, which would they save from a fire?

Describe the object as close in detail as you can. Use all five senses but don’t
force it, see what comes into your mind, see where it takes you. Now return
back to the object.
What have you discovered?

What memories does the object hold for your character?
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Activity 5 – Place
Where does your story take place? Describe the landscape

What does the place mean to your character?

Seasons can give us metaphors in stories. What time of year is it? What does this mean to
your character?
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Activity 6 – Planning your Plot
Where does your story start?

What changes?

Why does it change?

How does your character react?
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What themes are you interested in exploring in your story? Circle five (or more)
Past

Family

Heritage

Water

Heat

Soil

Wind

Friendship

Loss

Hope

Home

Love

Fear

Richness

Poverty

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
How do can you explore these themes through your character and location?
What is the most important thing you want your reader to remember after
reading your story?
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Activity 7 – Creating a story map
Before you write your story let’s select the parts from the writing exercises you want to
include.

Draw a picture of your
character with some key
details about them

Where is your story taking place? What words will help your reader experience it through
your characters eyes?
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Look through your writing exercises and choose the detail that interests you
and you think will hold your readers attention.
What’s the order of events?

What memories do you want to explore?

What’s going to change?

How do you want it to end?

Share your idea with your partner and ask them…
Ask your partner what they can remember?
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What bit did they like best?

What surprised them?

What would they like to know even more about?

Now using all your notes and plans write the first draft of your story.
Good luck.

Homework.
Type up a final draft of your story, up to 1000 words and give it
into your teacher
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Rooted Everyday #MedStoryPrize

Judges Score Sheet
Date:

Competition Level:

Title:
Criteria

Judge:
Author:

Comments

Score

Originality of concept and
creative writing that inspires
and provokes thought

/10

Presentation of story and
technical ability for
punctuation, grammar and
spelling

/10

Structure of story with well
thought out plot and good
pace. Narrative engages
and resolves conflicts

/10

Emotional engagement with
characters and quality
dialogue

/10

Exploration of conservation
themes

/30

Style and tone

/10

Setting and discovery of
cultural identity

/20

Total Score

/100
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Name

Winner of Rooted Everyday
School Short Story Prize at
[Space to insert name of school]
Date: [space to insert date]
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Contacts
Regional Contacts

Lemnos, Greece - [insert Name and email address]
Montados, Portugal – [insert Name and email address]
High Atlas Mountains, Morocco - [insert Name and email address]
Shouf Mountains, Lebanon - [insert Name and email address]
Email your region’s organiser with any questions and to submit your schools
top five stories to the judging panel.

Rooted Everyday
Mediterranean 500 Words
Short Story Prize 2019
8-13 Year Olds
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